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Different from a dictionary, the lexicon brings together words with related meanings and lists them in sets, instead of listing words in
alphabetical order. These sets of words are organized according to meaning areas, and each word in a set has its own definition and
examples. In addition, the lexicon provides detailed grammatical information and guidance on style.
The best-selling American English learners' dictionary helps intermediate students build their vocabulary, and offers extra help and support
for students who are studying other subjects in English. The Longman English e-Tutor CD-ROM offers students a wide range of practice
material, helping them move from understanding English to learning how to use English correctly. Features Comprehensive intermediate level
dictionary with 55,000 words and phrases and 36,000 example sentences Extra vocabulary help for students who are studying other subjects
in English — 3,500 words of content vocabulary and the Academic Wordlist are highlighted 3,000 Thesaurus boxes help expand students'
vocabulary 3,000 etymologies show the origins of words Helps students avoid common errors with spelling, usage and grammar notes Teach
your students to use dictionaries with the updated Learner's Handbook Your students will understand the definitions written using the
Longman American Defining Vocabulary of 2000 common words Academic Study Center helps students with reading, writing and exam
preparation Separate thesaurus section helps students expand vocabulary Photo dictionary helps with vocabulary building Longman English
e-Tutor CD-ROM The Longman English e-Tutor CD-ROM helps students improve their reading, writing and grammar to ultimately help them
advance to the next level of English. Your students can use the CD-ROM for self-study, to improve their understanding of key words and how
to use them. Students who are preparing for SAT® exams and TOEFL® exams can also practice their exam skills using the interactive
exercises on the CD-ROM. Teacher Support Get extra support in the classroom by downloading worksheets and quizzes to teach dictionary
skills from the Teacher's Corner on the CD-ROM Help your students become more independent learners by directing them to the Academic
Study Center on the CD-ROM

A learning dictionary, this contains 56,000 words and phrases and 75,000 examples plus language notes to explain appropriate
use of language and usage notes to aid word choice and grammatical understanding. American and British English is covered and
pronunciation is also given.
A full picture of English as used in 2001, this comprehensive guide to written and spoken English has been updated with a new
words section and colour headwords.
??????????????,??????????106000??,?????????,?????????????????????,??????????????,??????????
With more examples than any other dictionary, the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English brings language to life and
shows students how language is really used. All the word combinations students need, and the most detailed spoken and written
frequency information currently available, the new Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English answers an extraordinary number
of students' questions about natural English usage.'
???????????????4??????????????10?6???8?8??????????????????3?????????????????????????????????CD-ROM????
????????,??????230,000?,??165,000?????????,????65,000??????18,000???????,?????????????.??????????????,?6???????????
?:1.??????,????????,?????"??"?????;2.??????,??800????????,?????????????,??;3.??????,????????"??3000?"???9000?,????,???,
??????????.

Clear Definitions Your students will always understand the definitions, no matter how difficult or technical the word they
are looking up. All definitions are written using the Longman Defining Vocabulary of just 2000 common words. Real
Examples Your students will learn real, natural English. All the 155,000 examples are based on the Longman Corpus
Network, and provide students with useful model sentences for their own writing. Frequency Information The 3000 most
frequent words in both spoken and written English are highlighted only Longman dictionaries do this. Longman Writing
Assistant Your students need never get it wrong again The Longman Writing Assistant is a handy pop-up tool students
can use while writing to find information on word choice, grammar, collocations and how to avoid common errors Teacher
Support * Create instant dictionary lessons from ready-made lesson plans on the CD-ROM * Download extra resources
and activities from the Companion Website at www.ldoce.com * Improve your students' exam skills by teaching them how
to work with the self-study sections on the CD-ROM
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